Blowout Preventers, Lubricator Risers and Stuffing Boxes

The components illustrated on this page are utilized in above surface wireline operations and are available in standard and H2S service specification. For safety reasons, welding of GKD products is prohibited.

GKD MEASURING LINE STUFFING BOXES are designed for safe heavy-duty operations, with the ability to pack-off solid wireline sizes ranging from 0.062" through 0.125". Large 16" diameter sheaves handle heavy lines with less fatigue and breakage.

GKD LUBRICATOR RISERS are available in a variety of standard sizes ranging from 3" through 5" and lengths of 4' through 12'. The lubricator is used to run the tools once the BOP has been closed to shut-in the well. The pressure is released through the bleed-off port on the lubricator. Then the lubricator is broken at the quick unions. The tool to be run is connected to the wireline and pulled inside the lubricator. The lubricator is then re-assembled, at the quick unions, the BOP is reopened to allow well pressure, and the tool is run into the well without pulling the tubing, disturbing the packing or killing the well.

GKD QUICK UNIONS are available in a variety of thread connection sizes and a wide range of pressure ratings. Quick unions are an integral part of the lubricator.

GKD BLOWOUT PREVENTERS, both hydraulic and manual are available in a full range of sizes and working pressure ratings, from 3" through 5" bore size, and 5,000 PSI through 10,000 PSI working pressures. The BOP is coupled to the top of the wellhead connections or Christmas Tree and allows work to be performed on surface equipment while the wireline is in the well.

To order call 403-279-8087 (country code: 1) or email us at info@gkdindustries.com